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0. Introduction. 
 
Within the framework of Cognitive Linguistics, there is a growing trend toward empirical 
usage-based analysis (Geeraerts 2005, 2006, Gries & Stefanowitsch 2006, Stefanowitsch & 
Gries 2006). Importantly, corpus-driven usage-based methods bring the multidimensional 
aspect of language to the fore (Gries 2003, Glynn 2004). This approach to language 
description seeks to account for the many different facets of usage simultaneously. One such 
facet is that of formal variation. Although it is no secrete that different formal contexts, be 
they morphological, syntactic, or prosodic, influence use and meaning, corpus-driven 
research shows why this formal variation is basic to the study of polysemy.  
 The current investigation examines the effects of grammatical context on the meaning 
of the English lexeme hassle. In this, it extends the principle employed by Gries (2006) in his 
study on run. However, in contrast to Gries' study, the current investigation applies this 
methodology to an abstract lexical concept. Such concepts are more difficult to analyse in 
quantitative terms and so this serves as a challenge to the method. Moreover, the study 
examines the entire range of formal variants across all parts of speech rather than restricting 
the study to a single grammatical class. This move is arguably necessary to understand the 
conceptual structure of the various usages associated with a lexical category (Glynn 2006, in 
press b). Lastly, the results are treated with two statistical methods that Gries did not apply. 
The first method is arguably better suited to a large number of factors and the second is a 
confirmatory technique, entirely absent in Gries' study.  
 The study is based on the manual annotation of some 700 British and American 
English occurrences of the item across its various parts of speech and syntactic contexts. 
These occurrences are annotated for extralinguistic, formal, and semantic factors such as 
collocation, part of speech, argument structure, dialect, discourse type, actor type, and actor 
relations. The statistical methods are used to reveal how these different factors interact 
relative to each other and the meaning of the item.  
 
 
1.  Exploratory multivariate methods for identifying semantic variation 
 
Multiple Correspondence Analysis is used to map the relation between the principal formal, 
extralinguistic, and semantic features. This exploratory stage reveals several distinct patterns. 
Firstly, and predictably, the different parts of speech are seen to be used in markedly different 
ways, a clear divide appearing between the verbal and nominal forms. Correspondence 
Analysis takes the relative frequencies of co-occurrences and converts them mathematically 
to relative distances. This can then be visualised on a two or three-dimensional plot. In this 
way, proximity represents correlation and distance represents lack of association. We can use 
this to visualise relations between form, meaning, and context for a lexeme. Figure 1 plots the 
results of a Correspondence Analysis of the variables of different parts of speech, the use of 
humour, and the Cause-Affect of the event. 
 



 
Figure 1. Multiple Correspondence Analysis hassle 

Part of Speech, Affect, and Humour 
 

On the left (i), the verbal forms are clearly associated with use of humour and the semantic 
feature of <imposition request> which describes cause of the affect of hassle where the agent 
imposes upon and requests something of the patient. This is contrasted on the right by a 
clustering of the nominals and gerunds with a large range of semantic features. These features 
include, for example, the cause of affect, <expenditure of energy>. The nominal usage is also 
associated with a lack of humour. This is an example of the kind of semantic variation that 
the approach captures between different parts of speech. 
 However, semantic differences between parts of speech remain coarse grained and 
closer inspection of the grammatical context of the different parts of speech reveals further 
systematic semantic variation, or polysemy. For example, clear and marked usage associated 
with the different syntactic forms of the verbials and between the two nominal profilings. 
Several specific transitive constructions are associated with a ‘Resultative’ usage that is 
distinct from the simple transitive. Moreover, both the intransitive and transitive oblique 
forms reveal semantically marked uses. Instead of examining the semantic variation of the 
different parts of speech, we can split the verbal occurrences up into different syntactic 
patterns. Three syntactic forms, a transitive that takes the infinitive, another that takes a into 
+ gerund, and a third that takes a for NP as a compliment behave in a distinct manner from 
the simple transitive form. These three forms can be termed Resultative constructions 
because they each cause an event. Examples (1) - (3) represent the three forms and their 
usage.  

Infinitive Resultative 

(1) a. I want everyone to listen and if you agree with me that it is amazing then help 
me in hassling them to release the remix. 

 b. It's because you keep hassling me to save money. 

Gerundive Resultative 

(2) a. I can see if your only doing 1-3 quizzes and you don't want to be hassled into 
putting it behind a cut. 

 b. My brother finally got hassled into letting me use his laptop after he goes to 
bed. 

(i) 

(ii) 



ASK Resultative 

(3) a. I do not see how this is possible, but this guy keeps on hassling me for sex and 
I do not want to lose him as a friend, but I really do not see him as a.... 

 b. Examine stunning views of shopping trolleys wedged in the river as the local 
meths drinkers hassle you for cider money along the river wall.  

Figure 2 visualises the correspondence analysis that includes these forms as distinct from the 
simple transitive.  

 
Figure 2 Multiple Correspondence Analysis hassle 
Part of speech, Construction, Affect, and Humour 

We see the same basic semantic distinction between the nominal and verbal forms. However, 
the transitives are grouped distinctly into two groups. To make the plot easier to read, the 
three Resultative transitive forms are grouped together. Their behaviour is effectively 
identical. Notice that the transitives now stretch across the plot, three related semantic 
features between them. The features <imposition>, <imposition request>, and <request> 
describe speech events where the patient is imposed upon for no particular reason, perhaps by 
an unwelcome comment in the street, an imposition request event where the patient is both 
imposed upon and a request is made of him or her, and a third where there is no imposition, 
but a request is made, perhaps by a friend or family member. We see that the simple request 
is highly associated with the transitive forms and disassociated with the simple transitive 
forms, which in turn, is contrasted by their association with a simple imposition. It is then 
intuitively sound that <imposition-request> lies between the two forms being equally 
associated with both. Note, as well, that the feature of humour is equally placed between the 
two transitive forms, suggesting that it too is common to all verbal forms, yet distinct from 
the nominal form.  
 The nominal forms also reveal such systematic semantic variation. In the data sample, 
there were mass, count singular, and count plural examples. Let us add these formal features 
to the distinction. Figure 3 depicts the results of correspondence analysis.  



 
Figure 3. Multiple Correspondence Analysis hassle 
Part of speech, Construction, Affect and Humour 

The result is a mirror image of the previous analyses, but the basic distinction, that imposition 
and request features are associated with the verbal forms and the other semantic features 
associated with the nouns, remains the same. However, here we see the nouns have a clear 
pattern within their class, across the two constructions. The count singular and count plural 
behave in the same manner (ii), which is intuitively sound. The mass noun, in contrast, has a 
different usage (i). The mass noun is placed at the top of the plot, relatively close to the 
<emotional pain> data point. Correspondence plots can, at times, be difficult to read and this 
is an example in case. The mass noun is here highly associated with the <emotional pain> 
feature, but it is being 'drawn towards' the energy data point. From this, we can say that the 
<expenditure of energy> is common to both types of nominal, but that <emotional pain>, as a 
semantic feature, is effectively unique to the mass noun forms. If we return to the examples, 
we see how marked this difference is. Examples (4) and (5) were chosen randomly from the 
data set. They clearly show the kind of difference that the correspondence analysis has picked 
out for us.  

(4) a. hmph! And why do i always get dragged in 2 these kinda messes neway do i 
like wear a sign on my head that says cause me  hassle and i just haven't 
realised it yet or am i just plain stupid n talk to the wrong people. 

 b. I really do feel so shit, I need a clear head, I don't know what I need but I 
know it isn't this, hassle, pressure, bullying and violence, anger and rage, you 
can't, no, you can't treat me like  this, I know I was never and angel, but there's 
no need to take me to hell. 

 (5) a. I rarely paint my nails (It can be such a hassle!) 

 b. I could sort out a lot of stuff in that week. It'd be a hassle but it's easily doable 

 c. My new glasses are becoming less of a hassle now... 

These examples are typical and should demonstrate the marked difference in usage between 
these two forms.  
 
 
2.  Confirmatory multivariate methods for identifying semantic variation 
 

(i) 

(ii) 



A second statistical method, Logistic Regression Analysis, is used to confirm the significance 
and the factors involved in the verbal - distinction. The results confirm the distinction and 
that it is semantic in nature, as opposed to a dialectical or discursive. The nouns are used to 
express two concepts distinguished by the mass and count forms. These two concepts are 
‘worry-concern emotional pain’ and ‘expenditure of energy – interruption’. These quite 
specific nominal uses are contrasted by the verbal uses that represent instances of ‘personal 
imposition’ or ‘request’. Again, these two uses divide between the simple transitive and 
‘Resultative’ forms respectively.  
 By way of example, the results of a Logistic Regression Analysis that models the how 
well the semantic features of Cause and Affect distinguish between the transitive forms and 
the nominal forms can be considered. The statistics and the table of coefficients for this are 
presented below.  
 
Logistic Regression Analysis 
Part of speech ~ Affect, Cause 
 
Nominals Transitives  
356         266  
 
Penalty factors: 0.05 
 
Obs   622       
Max Deriv  
Model   7e-08      
L.R  577.92        
d.f.       6.72           
P  0       
C  0.955       
Dxy   0.911       
Gamma   0.966       
Tau-a   0.447        
R2   0.81 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Coef      S.E.   Wald  Z     p-value  
Intercept      2.9549 0.6956  4.25  0.0000  
Affect=condem -0.9064 0.9176 -0.99  0.3233  
Affect=engy   -6.7874 0.8038 -8.44  0.0000  
Affect=imp    -1.0769 0.7303 -1.47  0.1403  
Affect=int    -4.7592 0.9220 -5.16  0.0000  
Affect=pain   -3.8490 0.9073 -4.24  0.0000  
Affect=req     2.0800 2.0247  1.03  0.3043  
Affect=thght  -5.3006 1.1847 -4.47  0.0000  

 
On the left, the statistics for the model show that it is a good fit. The model is tested for 
multicollinearity and is penalised to avoid issues of overfitting. If a model is an accurate 
description of the data, then the P score should be as close to zero as possible. Here, we have 
zero and so we can be sure that the model is an accurate predictor of the nominal-verbal 
distinction. The C value represents the predictive power of the model. Here, the closer the 
number is to 1, the more predictive it is of the distinction modelled. Within the human 
sciences, a score of 0.8 is considered a good result. The statistics of the model here is 0.95, 
assuring as of the predictive power of the model. Knowing the model is both accurate and 
predicatively strong, we can look at individual factors. 
 These individual factors and features as well as their relative importance in the 
distinction between the two parts of speech are listed on the right. The numbers in the first 
column represent relative importance of the different features in predicting that a form will be 
a nominal or a verbal. Any figure below -4 that also possesses a p-value beneath 0.05 is a 
significant indicator of the use of a nominal. We see that two groups, each made of 
semantically similar features, are highly predictive of a nominal usage. Firstly, the Cause-
Affect features <expenditure of energy> (engy) and <interruption> (int) are clearly important 
and correlate with the less serious count noun usage. The features <emotional pain> (pain) 
and <anxiety-thought> (thght) are equally indicative and are associated with the mass noun 
profiling. Together these four semantic features statistically demonstrate a significant 
semantic difference in the verbal and nominal profiling of the concept.  
 
 
3.  Summary 
 



The resulting picture is that the verb possesses four basic meanings each related to a different 
syntactic form and the noun possesses two basic uses related to the two nominal profilings. 
The study demonstrates how a multifactorial and corpus driven approach marries with the 
tenets of Cognitive Linguistics and offers a verifiable and quantifiable method for the study 
of polysemy. It builds upon previous multifactorial research in polysemy (Gries 2006, Glynn 
in press a) by examining two statistical techniques that are shown to be important additional 
tools to the inventory of techniques for such lexical semantic research. 
 The implications of these results for the cognitive study of semantic variation or 
polysemy are profound. Firstly, instead of using intuition to propose radial network models of 
polysemy, different uses 'fall out' from a quantitative analysis. Although this method may not 
be able to capture the subtleties of use revealed by intuition, it allows us to understand 
semantic variation in a multifactorial context. Secondly, instead of nodes of a network model 
or "lexical meanings" we have tendencies that can be compared quantitatively. The network 
model to conceptual structure represented an important in advance in lexical semantics, but it 
caries wit it some of the Structuralist assumptions and its representation of semantic 
structures gives the false impression of categorical distinctions between meanings, when a 
much more realistic understanding of semantic structures would be tendencies in usage, 
relative to various factors. Although less conventional in their representation, the results here 
depict such conceptual structure. 
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